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California State Parks Response

# 1 The Mission of State Parks includes the protection of both natural and cultural
resources.  The stated goals in the PPUP are a reflection of State Parks Mission as
appropriate for a National Register of Historic Places property. As stated in the
Preliminary PPUP (page 64), State Parks commits to supporting these goals through the
use of its park management staff.  State Parks further contends that the biological and
water quality analysis for the PPUP and it’s implementation were adequately addressed in
the DEIR in Sections 3.8, 4.22-27, and 4.2.11.  Site visits and investigations of the
project’s Area of Potential Effect (APE) for natural resources are identified in the
October 2002 Biological Resources Report.  These included focused surveys for sensitive
species.  

As a result of these surveys 8 California gnatcatchers were located within the survey area
as depicted in Figure 3.4 of DEIR, and no other sensitive species were detected within the
APE.  Cactus wrens were also targeted for surveys because they occur in the park (Table
B.1 of DEIR and Table 1 of the October 2002 Biological Resources Report), but none
were found within the APE.  In addition, coastal sage scrub and riparian habitats located
within the approximately 50 acre APE (which includes areas adjacent to the project
footprint) were mapped and quantified (Figure 3.5 of the DEIR).   Additionally, changes
to surface hydrology are minor and are noted in Section 4.2.11 of the DEIR.  The Los
Trancos Parking area and the Historic District are existing land use features actively used
for recreation that will be primarily located within the same footprint.   

#2 State Parks respectfully disagrees.   Please see response #1.  Although the existing
Los Trancos parking lot is currently underused during the off peak season, it experiences
high use during peak beach visitation.  The implementation of the PPUP will cause an
increase in use but not an increase in parking area footprint.  The parking areas closest to
the beach and creek mouth are being eliminated or reduced in use, which removes
potential pollutants from cars to an area farther from the sensitive water resources.  The
small new parking lot (Figure 2.2 S-4) will provide parking that previously existed within
the Historic District in a location that also allows for trash removal to be located outside
the Historic District and away from Los Trancos Creek.  Predicted turnover of 2.5 in the
Los Trancos parking area (approximately 1000 cars) is a worst-case analysis that would
only create a nominal increase in the polluted runoff to Los Trancos Creek because the
creek currently receives the runoff from Pacific Coast Highway.  Due to previous
restoration efforts, there is a large buffer of Coastal Sage Scrub between the parking lot
and Los Trancos Creek.
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#2 cont.) However, in the interest of improving water quality, and in compliance with the
conditions applied from the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board, State
Parks will investigate utilizing mechanical devices to treat runoff, as appropriate.
Installation of such mechanical devices would require the removal of some parking
spaces.  Site constraints within the project area severely limit the options available for
Best Management Practices (BMPs).  The BMPs identified in Sections 2.1.1, 2.2, 4.2.11
did not address the Los Trancos parking area because the coastal sage habitat restoration
areas currently provide approximately a 450 foot vegetated buffer between the parking lot
and creek.  Additional buffers would require the removal of existing parking spaces,
causing a recreational impact.

#3 State Parks respectfully disagrees.  Please also see response #1 and Section 4.2.2,
Mitigation Veg-3.  The Historic Landscape Management Plan has a primary goal to
preserve the historic landscape but all noncontributing exotics such as Castor Bean,
Periwinkle and Arundo Donax will be removed.  It is expected that natives appropriate to
preserving the historic landscape and fire management goals will be replanted thus
providing cover for endangered species such as the California gnatcatcher that disperse
through the Historic District.  As stated in Section 3.3.3, the lower section of Los Trancos
Creek is no longer in a natural channel and was realigned and channelized during the
period of historic significance.  Subsequent to the historic period, additional flood repair
has occurred.  To restore the creek would cause significant adverse effects to historic
resources.  It would move the creek into the hollow area and affect a number of historic
structures central to the Historic District, including the garages, the bridge, the studio and
several cottages. Furthermore, restoring the creek mouth to a “natural undeveloped
condition” may also severely restrict or eliminate adequate public access and ADA access
to Crystal Cove Beach as well as emergency/fire protection vehicle access to beachfront
areas.

#4 State Parks respectfully disagrees.  Restoration of Los Trancos Creek is not a part
of the Preservation and Public Use Plan.  Please see responses #1, #2, and #3.  New
BMPs for road improvements include filtering of runoff and are incorporated into the
project description (Section 2.1.1) and Section 4.2.11.

#5 State Parks does not encourage habitat restoration in high recreation use areas
such as the beach at Crystal Cove.  Should the habitat be fully restored and snowy
plovers nest on the beach, the beach would be closed to recreation, causing an adverse
recreation impact.  Other areas are more suitable for restoration than an area that has 
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beach recreation as part of it’s history for the last 75 years.  Where appropriate, and in
concert with the Historic Landscape Management Plan, limited dune restoration and
revegetation may be incorporated similar to the small dune restoration already completed.

#6 Parking alternatives for operations vehicles (up to 20 spaces) were considered
during development of the PPUP.   Due to site constraints, the site chosen was the best
alternative to minimize impacts to natural, cultural, and aesthetic resources and the
recreational experience.   By incorporating the use of a small shuttle, overnight guests,
docents, researchers, artists and others needing to drop off materials or equipment will be
able to utilize the existing parking at Los Trancos.  The use of the existing Los Trancos
parking lot is a joint use for PPUP operations and day use.  This eliminated the need for
larger parking facilities within the Historic District.  However, park operations parking
spaces and trash removal in close proximity to the district will be needed to respond to
emergency or maintenance issues.  Rather than have these vehicles utilize the existing
parking areas within the Historic District, the construction of the small parking lot was
proposed.  Please see Sections 2.1.1, 2.3.8 and 2.3.9 for additional information.  Section
4.2.2 further indicates that, should many-stemmed dudleya be detected within the parking
lot footprint, it will be redesigned to avoid direct impacts.  Due to the limited rainfall in
2002, it was determined that a spring survey in 2003 would provide better field
information.  It is the intention of State Parks to avoid direct impacts to the many-
stemmed dudleya.

#7 Human load impacts on natural resources are addressed in the visitor capacity
management section within the PPUP, pages 78 to 89, and in the EIR in Sections 4.2.5
and 7.1.3.   These issues include monitoring and appropriate management to protect
sensitive natural resources close to and within the Historic District.  CEQA requires an
analysis of reasonably foreseeable impacts caused by a potential project, over and above
the existing conditions.  The area is currently popular and open to the public but it is
anticipated that the use will be higher with implementation of the project.  In keeping
with the State Parks Mission, natural resource protection will be incorporated into the
operation of the Historic District. Since the operational aspects of implementing the
PPUP will be occurring in phases, State Parks will have the opportunity to concurrently
implement pilot preservation and research programs under the CARE program.
Additionally, there is ongoing monitoring and research at the site.  Should a management
program prove ineffective in protecting resources, more restrictive measures may be
utilized as outlined in Section 7.1.3.
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#8 Remediation of slope instabilities within Caltrans’ right-of-way is not planned in
the first phase of implementation because improvements in the vicinity of these slopes
will be deferred to in future phases according to available funding.  At such time
subsequent phased improvements are proposed that may be at risk due to existing PCH
slope conditions, DPR and Caltrans Geotech South should jointly pursue additional
testing and funding identification for mitigation as needed.

#9 No alterations to on-site drainage to Los Trancos Creek or to its channel are
proposed by this project.
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#10 Should the project impact Caltrans right of way, a state park archaeologist will
determine, in coordination with Caltrans’ archaeologist, whether or not the site addressed
in Sections 3.9, 4.2.8 and 7.1.5 is still intact.  Any potential adverse impacts to
archaeology will be mitigated below a level of significance.   All below-grade work with
the areas identified above will require a qualified archaeologist to test prior to and/or
monitor the construction.

#11 Fig 4.1 lists both the projected increase of no-build traffic per the Austin/Foust
Associates study, and the estimated increase of traffic with the project.  Also, appropriate
excerpts from the A&F study are available upon request.  Any special events would be
coordinated with Caltrans traffic operations or the California Highway Patrol with
appropriate traffic mitigation which may include special signage or traffic control.

#12 DPR will apply for appropriate encroachment permits for any work or activities
proposed within Caltrans’ right-of-way.

#13 The April 4, 2001 and June 12, 2001 letters refer to the Investigations and Interim
Protection Plan.  Since the implementation of that plan, studies and detailed plans have
been completed as discussed in the PPUP EIR.  The new entrance kiosk and turnround
will be located over 250 feet from the entrance at PCH.  Also, please see response #12.
The items detailed in the March 27, 2002 letter have been addressed in the EIR in
Sections 3.5, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.8, 4.2.9, and 4.2.11.  State Parks will continue to
coordinate with Caltrans for future activities outlined in the PPUP and all encroachment
permits/permit conditions. 
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#14 State Parks does not intend to construct a Class I bikeway into the Historic
District for two reasons:  1)  Given the site constraints and resource sensitivity of the
Historic District, there is no opportunity to physically locate the path  2)  One of the
primary goals of the PPUP is to make the Historic District pedestrian friendly, therefore,
bicyclists will need to slow down or get off their bikes to enter the core area anyway.
Bicyclists will be able to access the district on either the pedestrian path from Los
Trancos or on the entrance road.
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#15 Determination of scour depth is a design parameter.  The hydraulic behavior of
Los Trancos Creek is addressed in the October 2002 Coastal/Hydrology technical study
by Coastal Environments and will be incorporated in the project design.  An alternative
that attached to the vehicle bridge in the Historic District was investigated but eliminated
because of potential for bridge failure during extreme flood events.  Another alternative
that would have required pumping up the entrance road to PCH and then downcoast to
the existing municipal sewer connection was eliminated for two reasons.  First, it would
require crossing a section of PCH fill slope that is currently exhibiting slope instabilities
and, second, it would be less efficient for pumping and energy due to the circuitous route.

#16 Please see Response # 2

#17 Please see Sections 2.1.1 and 4.2.11 in the EIR.  State Parks intends to implement
a proactive water quality management program in the project area, including the
possibility of using alternate paving surfaces where appropriate. The proposed project
will meet or exceed the current water quality control standards required by the State
Regional Water Quality Control Board.  Water permeable parking lot and road surfaces
are still being investigated for effectiveness over time.  Additionally, those areas with
slopes cannot sustain heavy rain without erosion and areas with frequent use may cause
dust impacts on adjacent vegetation.  Alternate surfaces such as soil binders and porous
paving will be analyzed and implemented when appropriate. 

Although currently being used in selected locations, porous pavement (AC and concrete)
has its challenges.  In order for it to be effective, constant maintenance is required to
postpone the pours from clogging.  This includes regular sweeping to remove sediment
and preventing drainage from natural areas (which brings silt) draining on to the paved
surface.  Unfortunately, both of these actions only slow down the clogged process and
may preclude use of porous pavement at this location.  They are also a budgetary
commitment for park operations.

Based on the findings on the type and quantities of potential pollutants found within the
Reef Point parking lot in the Stormwater Sampling Report recently conducted for Crystal
Cove State Park, the Department will implement BMP’s similar to those in place at Reef
Point.  

#18 BMP’s include a vacuuming program of twice per month (June – October) and
once per month (November – May), daily litter removal from all parking areas, and
inspection and removal of litter from culverts, drainages and other areas.

#19 State Parks will provide a discussion about Los Trancos Creek habitat in an
interpretive plan but it will not be the main focus of the Historic District.  The
interpretive theme will include the natural resources in the immediate area.   
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No Response Necessary
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#20 Thank you for your comments.  State Parks is interested in utilizing the potential
benefits to water quality offered by porous paving or pervious concrete.  Please see
responses # 2 and # 17.

#21 No new seawall protective structures will be incorporated into the PPUP or its
implementation.  Because it would be a significant adverse effect to historic resources to
move the cottages, first sandbagging or sand replenishment would be considered for
protection of the structures.   Last resort treatment for the historic structures would be
moving if there were an eminent threat of loss.  A decision by a qualified team of
historians and cultural resource professionals would be required at the time of the threat.
Although there are currently risks in the Historic District due to wave action, it is not
currently anticipated that any cottages will be lost in the near future.   Should such a risk
be determined, options for the cottages would include recordation and removal or moving
to another site.
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#22 The separate letter from the Sierra Club regarding the DEIR arrived after the close
of the comment period (December 3, 2002 @ 9:57 PM) and is attached with responses
with the three other letters received after the close of comments (December 2, 2002) at
the end of this section.

#23 Thank you for your support.  The Preliminary General Plan Amendment will be
finalized after the Park and Recreation Commission reviews the public comments and
responses to those comments.  Please see Staff Directed Changes sheet prepared for the
Park and Recreation Commission for a summary of the proposed changes or clarifications
in the General Plan Amendment.

#24 State Parks conducted two public workshops to incorporate public input into the
programs developed in the PPUP.  Many different and often competing interests were
presented, and included greater and lesser numbers of cottages assigned to each of the
four programs (CARE program, overnight accommodations, concessions, and park
operations).  The PPUP tries to meet the adaptive use suggestions through a balance of
program needs.  The general site concepts for the PPUP need to allow flexibility, yet
protect the resources present and allow public utilization of the site.  Proposed site
development is intended to preserve the character of the Historic District and also meet
the needs of public access and use with minimum disruption.  In general, cottage
adaptations will be appropriate to each cottage’s particular characteristics.  No new
structures, other than restrooms, are proposed with the Historic District and vehicle
activity will be reduced within the core area from the existing levels.
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#25 The overnight rentals are envisioned as a lower cost, rustic resort in the PPUP,
not a high-end market rate luxury resort.  The PPUP further commits to dormitory style
accommodations for at least 65 beds.  The programs outlined in the PPUP create specific
kinds of land use different from the previous use and also from a luxury resort.  Any
change in the proposed land uses would require another General Plan Amendment and
additional public review.

#26 State Parks respectfully disagrees.  Please see response # 24.  The preservation of
Crystal Cove and its “spirit of place” that the PPUP discusses includes many elements.  It
includes not only the physical features of the cottages, site development, and historic
landscape elements but also the human activities that animate and inhabit the site. This
acknowledges and continues the evolution of a series of communities that have occurred
at Crystal Cove and its history as an inhabited place.  Visitors in the present and the past
are a mixture of frequent visitors who are familiar with Crystal Cove, and new visitors
discovering Crystal Cove for the first time.  The concept of a new community offers
opportunities that would involve both returning and new visitors and contribute to the
preservation and revitalization of Crystal Cove.  The new “community” at the Historic
District will incorporate overnight groups because the area will be set up to encourage
intermingling of the guests.  The new “community” will also incorporate a broad range of
volunteers representing diverse groups and not create an exclusive use.  A non-profit
board/foundation/docent group may be formed to assist State Parks in developing and
implementing the programs identified in the PPUP, however, it is the intent of State
Parks to encourage equal access to the Historic District and representative membership
from local interest groups in management of the District.
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#27 Please see the Preliminary PPUP, page 34, and the EIR, Sections 1.2 & 3.2 and
Figures 1.2 & 3.5.  State Parks acknowledges the potential impacts of residents and
possible hotel users in the Historic District in the EIR Sections 2.3.8, 4.2.5 and 7.1.3.
Because of the potential for visitor drop offs to cause adverse impacts to the visitor
experience through vehicular congestion, the PPUP endeavors to create a pedestrian
friendly environment within the Historic District.  Certainly it would add to the “Spirit of
Place” to disguise the recent urban development, however, any screening of the recent
development would need to be incorporated into the Historic Landscape Management
Plan and be compatible with the U.S. Secretary of Interior Standards for Historic
Properties.  The “Landscaping and Vegetation Management, Visual Screening” section
(page 156) acknowledges the need for visual screening for the blufftop areas of the
CCHD.  Screening treatments are to be compatible with the Historic Landscape
Management Plan.

#28 Please see Section 4.2.1 of the EIR.

#29 State Parks believes that using cottages for park operations/office space and
employee housing is both necessary and a desirable use within the Historic District.
The PPUP provides a diverse array of programs to meet the needs of the public and our
mandate to protect the resources found within Crystal Cove State Park Historic District.
Support for these programs and the anticipated increase in visitation to the Historic
District requires State Parks to have an on-site presence to adequately address all issues
associated with the protection and operation of this unique community. Providing office
space for park staff within the Historic District will provide the necessary space for
employees plan activities and complete administrative duties while being available to
immediately respond to the public’s needs as well to efficiently provide the daily
maintenance and protection activities associated with historic preservation.

State Parks is the primary law enforcement, search and rescue and maintenance response
agency for Crystal Cove State Park.  This responsibility for public safety and historic
building maintenance (preservation) is a 24 hour /day operation.  At state park units
throughout California including Bodie State Historic Park, Columbia State Historic Park
and Will Rogers State Historic Park, the Department has for many years effectively
provided 24 hour public safety and maintenance response by providing park employee
housing within historic facilities.  This has allowed the Department to provide
appropriate and effective response to after hours incidents such as medical aids, ocean
rescues, crimes in progress and urgent maintenance needs without having to fund
employee salaries and travel time for after hour shifts.    Ranger/staff in-residence
programs are also utilized by the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service and local
regional parks for similar reasons. 

#30 Please see responses #24 and #26.  Specific responses regarding the ranger
residences and interpretive and CARE program are addressed as follows:  
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The Executive Summary description (p. 11) for the Park Interpretation and Education
Program includes a simple listing of recommended facilities.  Combinations of facilities
or actual locations or cottage designations are made elsewhere in the PPUP.  This list is
not intended to indicate the number of cottages designated for this program.  State Parks
does not propose to change the PPUP in this location.

The Underwater Park Education Center is not mentioned in this section but is mentioned
elsewhere in the PPUP.  The PPUP will be changed to reflect the following:

PPUP clarification: Park Interpretation and Education Program, (p. 118-120)
A description of the Underwater Park interpretation description (as paragraph four) will
be added to the program description on page 120: “Crystal Cove’s underwater park is an
important feature of the coastline and has special interpretive and educational potential
for visitors.  An Underwater Park Education Center at the Historic District can realize
this unique potential.  This proposed facility would involve many aspects including
exhibit displays as well as a unique underwater video internet broadcast program.
Interim Crystal Cove visitor use locates underwater park programs in ‘The Store’ which
is proposed to be the Exhibit Facility.  Further program research and development is
needed to define future facility needs.  It is anticipated that the Underwater Park
Education Center should continue to be combined with another interpretive facility such
as the Exhibit Facility and/or Visitor Orientation Center.”

Chart H and Map 5 reflect the PPUP’s adaptive use intentions for cottages 42, 43, and
44.  The location of these small cottages to the Outdoor Commons area makes them more
suitable as support facilities.  Due to the proposed programs and anticipated activities and
special events for Commons facility, these three cottages would not be good overnight
cottages because they would not have any privacy and be exposed to noise and activity.
Therefore the following clarification for consistency with the Chart H proposals is made:

PPUP clarification: Park Interpretation and Education Program, (p. 118-120)
Guidelines will be added to the Outdoor Commons Facility for consistency with cottage
use designations in Chart H and Map 5 “Adjacent cottage(s) may serve as support
facilities for Outdoor Commons activities and events.  This could include (but is not
limited to) storage for educational equipment, audio-visual equipment, public address
systems, etc.; simple food preparation or serving areas; or offices for program/event
preparation.

Chart H, the Matrix of Proposed Adaptive Uses indicates cottages 42, 43, and 44 as part
of item 2c Outdoor Commons area & support facilities but the item description will be
clarified for consistency with Chart 2 guidelines.  The Matrix also indicates multiple
adaptive uses for certain cottages because they offer more varied possibilities or potential
than others.  This allows for greater flexibility and additional determinations for the most
appropriate adaptive cottage uses.  The multiple designations may have contributed to
double counting on program cottage allotments.  No change in cottage use designations is 
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necessary.  Please refer to Map 5 or Map 6 of the PPUP for estimating cottage allotments
for each program.

Item 2c of Chart H, Matrix of Proposed Adaptive Uses will be revised to read “Outdoor
commons area & support/ flexible office facilities” description for consistency with Chart
2 (Guidelines to for Interpretation and Education Program).

The Flexible Office Facility in the estimated cottage quantity for the Interpretation and
Education Program will be clarified for consistency with Chart H, estimated quantity
from 1 to 3.

Corrections will be made for Historic District Adaptive Building Uses that are needed for
consistency with Park Interpretation and Education Guidelines, Chart H,, and Chart 2.

Cottage #34 will be changed from from Park Operations to Interpretation and Education
use on Map 5, Historic District Adaptive Building Uses.

Cottage #25 is designated as an overnight cottage and cottage #13 as a CCHD research
office.  Chart H identifies these cottages as a potential house museum alternatives.  No
change is necessary to existing Map 5 designations for #13 or #25.  If project
implementation design determines that this is not feasible, these cottages may be suitable
as house museums (as an alternative) because of their distinctive qualities.

Phased implementation and CARE facilities priorities will allow State Parks to
implement programs over time.

The intent of the first phase implementation will be to establish the basic core visitor
serving facilities, initial overnight accommodations, infrastructure, and operations
facilities needed to manage the area effectively.  Visitor serving facilities should be those
that will have the most active use and versatility to accommodate the many different
programs and activities proposed by the PPUP.

State Parks generally agrees with your suggested priorities for interpretive and CARE
facilities in the first phase implementation project with the exception of a house museum.
Although a house museum is a valuable part of the complete PPUP, inclusion of the
exhibit facility will be more useful in the first phase because it serves more functions and
programs of the PPUP.  The Exhibit Facility could not only show certain aspects of what
might be included in a future house museum (as one possible rotating exhibit) but also be
available for exhibits on past Crystal Cove resources, activities, and inhabitants; special
underwater park or tide pool exhibits (if a permanent facility is not available); or be
available for other Crystal Cove activities or events.  Available first phase facilities in the
Village Center will be at a premium for the many proposed PPUP programs and activities
so we believe that the Exhibit Facility will be more useful initially than a house museum.
The Department’s first phase priorities for interpretive and CARE facilities are:

A. Visitor Orientation Center
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B. Archive Center/Docent & Park Interpreter Annex
C. Outdoor Multi-use Commons (no cottages)
D. Multi-purpose Meeting/classroom Facility
E. Park and Community Rotating Exhibit Facility

This would result in four cottages for Interpretation and CARE facilities in the first phase
development.  For a complete implementation of the PPUP, adding the three cottages
(#42, #43, and #44) adjacent to the Commons, add one possible cottage as a house
museum (to be determined), and combining the underwater park education center with an
existing visitor center or exhibit would bring a potential of about 8 cottages for the Park
Interpetation and Education program.  

As with all proposed facilities, the PPUP allows for reevaluation and flexibility for
adjustments within the main use programs and site concepts as needs and circumstances
evolve in the future.

#31 Final determination of the ability to divide units will be determined on a case-by-
case basis including the access to the unit and structural/historic integrity.  Division of the
cottages may require special fire-wall partitions which could impact the historic fabric of
the cottages.   Opportunities to maximize the number of beds will be utilized although
some of the accommodations may need to be rustic with shared restroom or kitchen
facilities.

#32 State Parks strongly considered the idea of limiting cooking facilities at all of the
cottages in the development of the PPUP.  However, the use of some kitchens with full
cooking capabilities would allow park operations and the operator of the overnight
accommodations greater options in management of the Historic District.  The concepts of
reduced cooking facilities and group cooking facilities will be encouraged because in
order to reduce costs and cleanup.  Additionally, these types of accommodations would
contribute to the rustic and community atmosphere envisioned at the Historic District.
Accessible accommodations must also be incorporated into the mixture of
accommodations available.  The proposed café would serve all users.  Whether or not
cooking facilities remain or need to be added within the Historic District would be
reevaluated after implementation by park operations and management.

#33 Most of the kitchens cannot be removed due to potential impacts to the historic
fabric of the cottages.  However, many of the kitchens may not be fully operational.  Cost
and resource impacts will be determined during restoration and all work conducted
according to the U. S. Secretary of Interior Standards for Historic Properties.

#34 Please see response # 24.  In order to reduce the need for overnight guests to enter
and leave the Historic District, a café was deemed desirable by many people attending the
workshops and by park staff.  Although guests will certainly be able to visit the nearby
urban amenities, it is the intent of the PPUP to offer a different experience that enables 
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the visitor to “get away from it all” and remain within the unique ambiance of the
Historic District for their entire stay, if desired.

#35 A non-profit board/foundation/docent organization may be formed to assist State
Parks in developing and implementing the programs identified in the PPUP, however, it
is the intent of State Parks to encourage equal access to the Historic District and
representative membership from local interest groups in management of the District.
Any new organization will also incorporate a broad range of volunteers representing
diverse groups and not create an exclusive use.  The intent of State Parks would be to
allow for a cooperative organization as opposed to a competitive process.  Standard
concession policies would be adopted with controls on the concession contract developed
by State Parks that may include a five-year time frame.  If a short time frame does not
attract enough competition from concessionaires (due to cost of concessionaire
investment), a longer time frame may be necessary.
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